Covid-19; Another pandemic panic
Introduction
I was trying to avoid writing on this, having deflated several previous virus panics and also
wanting to assess more information. However, the scaremongering has risen to such
ridiculous levels of hysteria that basic foundations of society are being damaged, such as
the government now telling everyone over 70 to self-quarantine for four months – i.e. the
Spring and early summer after a very restrictive, wet winter, plus many business are being
severely affected with some facing bankruptcy. The hospitality and entertainment
industries are facing collapse at the beginning of the busy season. The latest advice from
government medical advisors is to self-isolate for the next year! There is a concern that the
economy could tank due to these measures.
For example; take the closure of pubs alone. This means that the pub owner loses all
revenue and fails to pay rent or mortgage. This means that his business will collapse. Then
there is all his staff: barmen, cleaners, managers and so on – all made redundant. The
brewery that supplies his drinks – they too then face the end of their revenue stream and
face collapse. Then there are the employees of the brewery; the drivers, clerks, brewers,
cleaners, mechanics and so on – all face redundancy. Then entertainers that play regularly
in pubs; these too face no money coming in. There are very many bands, solo performers,
duos, trios, comics etc. that make a living entertaining in pubs and clubs; they will all be
bankrupt. Every business forced to close down, such as a hotel, results in a ripple effect of
hundreds of ancillary workers that rely on the institution.
Now the government has announced that it will pay 80% of wages of these in full-time
PAYE employment in closed businesses. Yet many of such folk are already on the edge and
a loss of 20% will collapse them. Millions fall outside this net. I have two grandchildren
made redundant already who will not qualify for aid plus another facing possible
redundancy. There is also no special prevision for self-employed people who cannot even
pay the rent on £95 a week sick pay. Self-employed gardeners, builders, riggers,
journalists, entertainers and many more are facing bankruptcy, depression, eviction, loss
of houses, inability to feed children and so on. The poorest in society are going to suffer the
worst.
But what about the cost of this bailout? It will cost the country scores of billions, perhaps
hundreds of billions. Where will that money come from? Will that alone bankrupt the
country that until recently had no money tree (as stated by Theresa May). What about the
thousands of people that will be forced into welfare? The welfare system is already
creaking to breaking point with many using foodbanks. How will that pressure be coped
with when civil service offices are reducing staff for fear of infection?
The government-enforced lockdown present in all advanced western states (not in many
Asian ones)1 is clear totalitarianism. If any state closed churches, closed pubs, closed
theatres, closed cinemas, closed restaurants and cafes, closed clubs, closed large
gatherings, inhibited social mobility, demanded over-70s not to leave their homes, and
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forced many out of work, we would normally equate that to a police state, a Gestapo / Stasi
dominated despotism. But this is all being accepted on the back of a virus scare.
People will not cope with a curfew lockdown for three months or more, which is what is
being proposed. Expect a rise in the crime rate, or even a crime wave, especially if food
supplies begin to run out due to reduced production or supply chain breakdowns.
The remedy to a supposed ‘pandemic’ will actually do more damage and kill more people
than the virus.
While the actual truth of some key issues is still hard to verify regarding the virus, I will try
to give a sober reaction to what is going on.
[This paper was written over several weeks in late February and March 2020. As cases and
deaths rose daily, so the statistics keep changing all the time. I have tried to date statistics
quoted which will be out of date by the time this is published. Current data can be found at
pandemic news and worldometer.info.]

Background
The elite establishment always wants the population to be in a state of constant fear, as I
have explained many times. A fearful people place undue trust in their government to help
them and are less likely to react to draconian measures or to revolt. New forms of fear have
to be rolled out one after another. Fear of ISIS has been dying down so a new development
was overdue.
Fear of a pandemic is one of the tools of the elite that crops up from time to time. In the
last 20 years we have had: Swine Flu, MERS, SARS, Avian Flue, Zika, West Nile, Ebola and
so on. Most of these either turned out to be completely fake (such as Swine Flu - it was just
a bad influenza) or were localised outbreaks of a more serious disease, which happens all
the time. Some of these were certainly created by laboratories and set up.
The elite prosper from such breakouts in various ways, such as manufacturing a specific
vaccine which then rolls out across the whole world. Sometimes the panic is to hide some
other strategy that occurs at the same time.
There are various tools used in social manipulation, creating fear and mass panic is one of
them.
More serious are the eugenic policies behind some of the diseases, designed to reduce the
world population by causing deaths or creating sterility. Sometimes a virus is let loose and
it is the vaccine that causes sterility.
With this in mind one has to be sceptical about every new pandemic scare.
It is also curious that many dissenting truthers have been saying for months, or even years,
that the elite were planning a major operation in 2020 to ramp up their strategy. Most
thought that this would involve economic collapse (which is still possible). A global
pandemic is a good way to distract the public from what is really going on to change
society. Note also that four US Senators used insider knowledge (a crime) and dumped
their stocks that were vulnerable to a pandemic scare just before it occurred. What did they
know and from whom? At least one was on a US intelligence committee.
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While it seems that the release of this virus in China was accidental (see later) the Deep
State has used this classic opportunity to create global panic, induced economic collapse
and martial law.

What is a pandemic?
The Oxford Dictionary states that a pandemic is: a disease prevalent over a whole country
or the world. The word originates from the Greek pandēmos (from pan ‘all’ + dēmos
‘people’).
Today the word is usually applied to a disease that affects all continents; or some would say
at least three continents.
Many professionals apply differing definitions. One common one is that an epidemic
becomes a pandemic when the death rate hits 1% (the current rate in early March is about
0.4% but the figure is changing daily). However fatality rates are hard to define and there
are multiple different methodologies.2

The Corona Virus
Coronavirus is a term covering many types of specific viruses. In medicine it refers to any
of a group of RNA viruses that cause a variety of diseases in humans and other animals.
‘Corona’ refers to the crown type shape on the actual virus cell.
So talk about a coronavirus panic is stupid. Ordinary flu and the common cold are corona
viruses.
This particular coronavirus is actually called SARS Covid-2 and the disease resulting is
called Covid-19. It is a type of SARS and is more like pneumonia than flu. It is, however,
1,000 times more contagious than SARS. It originated in Wuhan, Hubei Province, China
being first reported on 21 December 2019 (hence ‘Covid-19’).
Symptoms include a high fever, shortness of breath, a severe dry cough and pneumonia
which can lead to kidney / liver failure and death. It travels through the air at least 6 feet,
even from faeces. [This is called ‘gain of function’.] This is exceptional.
The development of this new strain of virus is surrounded by hypotheses, speculations,
conspiracy theories and conjecture. However, it is novel.
Understanding the details of the DNA of this virus is very difficult and complicated for any
layman. I have listened to explanations by top virologists and what they say is hard to
understand.
What I can say is that this virus has an unusual DNA structure. The beginning and the end
appear to be understood and are typical of wild viruses. However, the central portion is
novel and exactly what it is is uncertain.
Francis Boyle has advocated for decades against bio-weapons. He called for bio-warfare
legislation at the Biological Weapons Convention in 1972 and drafted the US Biological
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Weapons Anti-Terrorism Act of 1989. Boyle suspects that Covid-19 is a weaponised
pathogen that escaped from the Wuhan Biosafety Level 4 facility which was set up to
research coronaviruses and SARS.3 The only purpose of such a facility is developing
biological weapons but it is recognised by WHO as a research lab. 4 There have been leaks
of SARS out of this faculty before. It seems that Coivd-19 escaped in November and the
Chinese government covered it up for some time. It has nothing to do with bats.
There are claims that Covid-19 was stolen from a laboratory in Winnipeg, Canada. This
cannot be verified. Dr Kawaoka (who resurrected Spanish Flu for the pentagon) is recorded
as shipping products to Winnipeg. Winnipeg is the Canadian equivalent of the USA’s Fort
Detrick (see ‘Is it a bio-weapon?’).
Boyle states that the Covid-19 virus is a chimera.5 It includes SARS (an already weaponised
coronavirus) along with HIV genetic material (which ruins the immune system) and
possibly the flu virus as well. Its properties allow it to spread faster and easier than a
normal virus. Its incubation period is between 14-30 days.6 It will be years before proper
genetic investigation can fully explain what it is.
Treatment
Orthodox treatment for Covid-19 is antiviral drugs. But these pose serious problems and
can end up killing a weak patient (see later). Palliative treatment is using a ventilator to
assist the lungs.
It seems that it is Sepsis that finally kills patients from this infection, so the best results
would include treatment by intravenous vitamin C, which was also used to good effect in
China. Dr Paul Mark has showed that giving patients I/V vitamin C with hydrocortisone
and vitamin B1 for two days reduced mortality from 40% to 8.5%. The actual protocol was
200mg of thiamine every 12 hours, 1,500mg of ascorbic acid (vitamin C) every six hours
and 50mg of hydrocortisone every six hours. This treatment has no side effects and is
inexpensive.7
Is it a bio-weapon?
Many have suggested so (see earlier). However, while top virologists pondered this, the
current thinking is that it is more likely to be a laboratory development that escaped the
lab by accident.
A Chinese engineered strain?
Wuhan is home to a top government bio-laboratory, and one that has a poor record for
security. Other accidental releases into the wild have occurred at this lab. Thus it is entirely
possible that this virus was an accidental release of government research. The story of it
3
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arising from bats in a local market is just that – a cover story to hide government
embarrassment.
An American engineered strain?
China has accused America of deliberately releasing this virus on its soil, and this cannot
be ruled out at this stage. It certainly serves the American purpose to cutback the Chinese
economy.
What we do know is that the US military has been actively working on a bio-engineered
influenza weapon for years.
US bio-warfare programmes have 13,000 scientists working in 400 laboratories to create
illegal bio-weapons. This is part of a $100 billion germ warfare industry that contravenes
the 1972 Biological Weapons Convention. Congress outlawed this in 1989. Professor
Francis Boyle of the University of Illinois, Champaign has exposed this.8
In this programme, Dr Yoshiro Kawaoka’s group at the University of Wisconsin has
managed to increase the toxicity of the flu virus by 200 times. This same scientist
previously resurrected the Spanish Flu virus for the Pentagon.
America spends 15 times more on germ warfare than on fighting flu.
The US already has a super Anthrax bio-weapon that killed two Senators in October 2001.
The anthrax attack was blamed on terrorists but was traced back to the government’s biowarfare lab at Fort Detrick, Maryland.
The Ebola outbreak in Sierra Leone was also due to US germ warfare testing. The Ebola
vaccines were experimental bio-warfare weapons tested out in West Africa based in the US
laboratory at Kenema, Sierra Leone.
Since America has engineered bio-weapons and has released them into the public before,
we cannot rule out that this epidemic resulted from CIA activity in Wuhan, as China
claims. However, it is illogical to suppose that releasing a virus into the wild that
devastates your own country was a deliberate strategy. Furthermore, it is a Communist
strategy going back to Stalin that you respond to an accusation against you by throwing
that same accusation back at the other person. Thus the likely origin is an accidental
release in Wuhan.
Despite it being accidental, the Deep State is using this opportunity to further their various
plans.
How bio-weapons are used
The chief purpose of a bio-weapon (which all advanced nations possess illegally) is to
soften up an area for invasion. The spread of a virulent disease trashes the economy and
devastates the health care service so that the nation is paralysed. 9 In this weak state it is
much easier for an invading military force to overcome the nation. Thus military labs
research ways of inventing new strains of disease to increase their severity.
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Spread
The fast spread of the virus is a wake-up call for globalisation and open border policies.
These do not work in the face of spreading disease. Russia closed its borders quickly and
has less Covid-19 than anywhere else.
The spread of the disease in Iran and Italy was due to migrant labour.10 Problems in Paris
are due to migrants violating quarantine laws, as videos have demonstrated.11 [See later.]

The test
The current test for Covid-19 used in the west is called PCR. It has to be performed
correctly taking care to avoid contamination from other microbes and cells or it leads to
false results.
The accuracy of this test has not been proven. Furthermore to be ill one has to have
millions of virus cells in the body and the claim that this test identifies the amount is also
not proven.
In China they did not use this test to confirm Covid-19 but used CT scans to assess
pneumonia because this is the chief symptom. But pneumonia has many causes and is
common in older, frail people. Roughly 300,000 Chinese people die of pneumonia every
year.
The air pollution in Wuhan is extreme, Why is this not the cause of the pneumonia?
Furthermore, when you test a person is crucial. If a person has just started incubating the
disease the test may not show a positive result. They are then certified free of the disease
and able to, say, work in a hospital. However, within anything from 5 to 30 days they will
be sick, having spread it to all and sundry.
In America, many states returned their test kits because they didn’t work.

How severe is this outbreak?
While the complete effect cannot be ascertained until the world effect is finalised, which
will be in several months time, we can say the following.
 As of 16 March 2020 there have been, supposedly, 4,718 deaths from Covid-19 with
3,172 of those being in China.
 The severity in China is now diminishing after about three months. Cases and deaths
are falling in number. Although a lockdown is now helping this, China was slow to put
in restrictions to hinder the spread and some measures were poor (such as building
new prefabricated hospitals that fell down). President Xi Jinping said that, ‘ the tide has
turned’ while Alfred Wu, associate professor at the National University of Singapore’s
Lee Kuan Yew School of Public Policy, confirmed that the ‘outbreak has basically ended in
China’. So by 19 March China is clear of Covid-19, Korea is clear, Macau was clear before
China. The Philippines is reducing quarantine restrictions in the next week or so. As
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Asia is ramping down, why is Britain ramping up and threatening social restrictions for
a year?
Deaths in Wuhan were exacerbated by the fact that it is one of the most polluted areas
in the world. Respiratory diseases were already common due to appalling smog. It is
hard to say how many deaths there were actually due to seasonal influenza combined
with pollution.
Testing for SARS Covid-2 has been very poor throughout the world. This makes it very
difficult to quantify who is actually dying from it. Very many people entered Europe
and America from infected areas with no quarantine and no testing – why was that?
This has continued to today (mid March) since December. This is virtually facilitating
the spread of the disease. In America, people on the ground are complaining that there
are no testing facilities even now, despite President Trump averring that testing kits are
available freely. How many reported Covid-19 deaths are actually death from other
causes?
The announced deaths do not report on how many were already immune-compromised
people.
Any pandemic proves that an open border policy is dangerous. Russia closed borders
with China on 31 January and has only 28 cases of the virus and no deaths (by mid
March).

Comparison with seasonal influenza
 No comparison is being made in the endless media coverage of Covid-19 with a normal
winter flu epidemic, which happens every year.
 The US CDC12 states that in 2018-19 influenza led to 35.5 million illnesses, 16.5 million
medical visits, 490,600 hospitalisations and 34,200 deaths; other sources say 60,000
died. In bad years America can report up to 300,000 deaths from seasonal influenza.
80,000 died during the 2018 flu season.
 Between early 2009 and late 2010 the Swine Flu pandemic supposedly infected up to
1.4 billion people and killed between 150,000 and 575,000 people. There was not the
same level of hysteria then as there is today.
 Normal seasonal flu kills up to about 10,000 people in Britain alone every year. At the
height of the Covid-19 infection at 21 March, there were less than 100 deaths.
Observations
Since ordinary flu is so contagious and devastating, why has there never been endless news
streams warning people, closing down of borders, quarantines, banning flights, shutting
down corporate gatherings etc?
Why have such extreme social measures been introduced to lock down society when many
other diseases are more dangerous and we live with them every year?
Comparison with other diseases
 Tuberculosis kills 3,014 people every day.13 In 2017 it killed nearly 1.6 million.
 Hepatitis B kills 2,430 people every day.
 Pneumonia kills 2,216 people every day.
 HIV/AIDS kills 2,110 people every day.
 Malaria kills 2,002 people every day.
12 Centres
13

for Disease Control.
Informationisbeautiful, updated 9 March 2020.
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 Covid-19 has so far killed 56 people every day (mid-March 2020).
The 1917-18 Spanish Flu pandemic
Comparisons are being made with this genuine pandemic which killed millions of people
centred mainly in Europe. 500 million people were infected globally (27% of global
population of less than 2 billion people) with 17-50 million dead or possibly even more.
The story usually goes that a strain of flu can be so dangerous that it can be like a plague,
as exhibited by Spanish Flu. However, the true reason why Spanish Flu was so serious was
not the virus alone but the fact that a world war had caused privation to European nations
for four years. It began with very weak, sick soldiers having lived in trenches with little
food or clean water for months on end, coupled with extremely close contact in troop ships
in poor hygienic circumstances. It then spread to the population as the troops went home
that had also suffered from food rationing and various other restraints.
The severity of the pandemic was not the virus itself but the social circumstances, which
provided an ideal fertile ground for the virus to spread and infect people whose immune
systems had been compromised for years.
Furthermore, the medical system was nowhere near as efficient as it is today, neither was
the housing situation where the poor lived in crowded slum houses with poor sanitation.
Doctors had very little treatments to offer other than palliative care. In fact it was this
pandemic that launched the Health Ministry in government.
Therefore, this pandemic is not analogous to the situation today. Now we have retro-viral
drugs, respirators, IV drips and antibiotics in superior hospitals with better understanding
of how diseases operate.
Comparisons with Spanish Flu are fear-mongering and disingenuous.
Comparison with the Black Death
This was a pandemic of the Bubonic Plague that raged between 1347 and 1350. It was the
most virulent epidemic of bubonic and pneumonic plague ever recorded.
It reached Europe from the Tartar armies campaigning in the Crimea, who besieged the
port of Caffa (1347). Rats carrying infected fleas swarmed aboard trading vessels, thus
transmitting the plague to southern Europe. By 1348 it reached France, Spain, and
England; a year later Germany, Russia, and Scandinavia.
Numbers of dead cannot be exact but up to 25,000,000 probably died in Europe; perhaps
one-third of the population in England. The number of dead throughout Europe was
between 33% and 50% of the population. Whole towns were wiped out. This was a true
pandemic.
Comparison
The Covid-19 outbreak so far (19 March 2020) has infected 218,743 people officially (likely
very many more non-reported) with 8,810 deaths.14 Remember that it is officially ended in
China already.
This is a fatality rate of 4% compared to those infected (though in reality much lower due
to non-reporting)15 and compared to the global population such a low figure as to amount
to virtual zero %.
14

Pandemic.news, 19 March 2020.
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Mild symptoms
80% of people contracting Covid-10 report only mild symptoms. Nadine Dorries MP was
the first Westminster confirmed case and she stated that she felt rubbish for a couple of
days and then started to recover at home. Tom Hanks and his wife were diagnosed with it
and they left the hospital smiling and happy five days later. Some people have been
confirmed with the disease and felt almost no symptoms at all.
According to STAT news the current global mortality rate is 1.4%,16 (much less in young
healthy people) and that is due to the deaths where people were already diagnosed with
suppressed immune symptoms and underlying illnesses. The high fatality level in Italy is
due to the fact that most victims are aged over 80 with underlying medical conditions (see
later).
The mortality rate in Hubai province is only 2.9%. In the rest of China it is 0.4%. The rate
on the cruise ship Diamond Princess was 0.85%.
The initial spread
The origin of the outbreak was due to inaction and suppression by Chinese officials. When
the outbreak began in Wuhan, China lied about what was going on and suppressed data. It
initially claimed that there was no human to human transmission. A report 17 stated that if
China had acted three weeks earlier than it did, the epidemic could have been reduced by
95%. Chinese scientists discovered that Covid-19 was a highly infectious virus in December
2019; but the Chinese government ordered them to stop tests, destroy samples and
suppress the news. It was covered up for over a month. They also threatened to stop
medical supplies to the USA and blamed the US military for the outbreak.
Europe soon became the world’s hotspot of the virus outbreak and without any doubt this
was caused by its open border policy. After the virus spread in European states, they finally
closed their borders two months too late. People from infected areas are still being allowed
into the UK with no checks or medical tests.
The introduction of the virus into Seattle was from a single infected person coming from
China. The New York introduction was from a person from Iran. The Santiago contagion
was caused by a migrant from Europe. The spread into Italy was from two Chinese tourists
visiting Rome and worsened by migrants. The spread into Iran was from Chinese migrant
labourers.
Initially Italy was so focused on political correctness that officials posed hugging tourists
from China and even kissed with masks removed.18 It now has martial law and a more
serious outbreak than China.
Countries that closed their borders immediately, such as Russia or Singapore, had few or
even zero cases. The safest places in Europe are those with sealed borders such as Hungary
and Poland.
Open borders spread disease.
15
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Is the treatment killing old people?
I had flu over Christmas and was very ill. As a Chronic Kidney Disease patient I have
monthly blood tests and monitor my levels. The flu crashed my iron and haemoglobin
levels (anaemia). This is logical as the immune system presumably requires additional
oxygen in certain cells. I think that the virus itself also takes iron. So normal flu makes
heavy demands of iron.
The main treatment for Covid-19 is antiviral drugs.19 The older people susceptible to the
virus have underlying conditions such as high blood pressure (hypertension) and anaemia.
One of the antiviral drugs in use is Ribavirin. A side effect of this drug is reducing red
blood cells (anaemia), which can be life-threatening to already anaemic patients.20
If the virus causes anaemia, and the antiviral treatments cause anaemia and the patient
already has anaemia or vascular / heart problems, then the treatment could kill them.
In Italy (which now has a higher death rate than China) 99% of those who died from
Covid-19 had other illnesses already. More than 75% had high blood pressure, 35% had
diabetes and 33% had heart disease.21 The average age was 80. People that died who were
under 50 had existing serious health conditions.
It is highly possible that the death toll in Italy is not due to the virus at all but to medical
treatment and existing poor health, plus a relatively poor health service.

Examples of hyperbole
This is the worst public health crisis for a generation … this disease is more dangerous
[than flu] and its going to spread further … more families are going to lose loved ones
before their time.

Boris Johnson, Press Conference, 12 March 2020.
80% will become afflicted with coronavirus as outbreak stretches into 2021 and kills
500,000-plus. 7.9 million people will be hospitalised.

UK Health Report, Public Health England, reviewed in the Guardian, Denis Campbell, 15
March 2020.

Is the pandemic a fraud?
One scientist says it is fake
MIT scientist Shiva Ayyadurai has said so. He claims that the fear-mongering is a ‘Deep
State fraud’ to manipulate financial markets.
Ayyadurai has a PhD in Biological Engineering and is running for the US Senate. He said,
As an MIT PhD in Biological Engineering who studies and does research nearly every
day on the immune system, the coronavirus fear mongering by the Deep State will go
down in history as one of the biggest frauds to manipulate economies, suppress
dissent and push mandated medicine.22
19

In fact intravenous vitamin C is a better treatment, not available in the NHS.

20 Cardiosmart.org. Wikipedia, art. ‘ribavirin’, ‘serious side effects include red blood
21

Italian health authority, Bloomberg News.
March 2020.

22 Tweet, @va_shiva, 9

cell breakdown’.
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China: ‘It’s all fake’
A video can be seen on YouTube of Chinese residents in lockdown. They are shouting out
of their windows, ‘It’s all fake’. Exactly what they mean by this is hard to say. Is it that the
epidemic is fake or that the government provision for people in lockdown is fake?
Michael Levitt: ‘It’s ok’
Levitt is a Nobel Laureate and a Stanford University biophysicist. He is predicting a
quicker Covid-19 recovery than everybody else and stated ‘We’re going to be fine’. His
studies on the spread of the virus have been accurate in his predictions so far, almost to the
smallest degree.23
Ron Paul: it’s a hoax
Ron Paul, former Senator and presidential candidate, is one of the most honest, intelligent
Americans alive. A former doctor, he has repeatedly called the truth about political
situations and is opposed to American interventions abroad.
He warns that the overreaction of restricting personal freedoms is unnecessary and will
create martial law limitations that will not be removed when the virus threat is over. 24
Chuck Baldwin
Another former presidential candidate who speaks truth to power, a Christian pastor and a
politician.
If it’s not a hoax, the virus is being used as a completely exaggerated, super-hyped,
super-inflated psychological ops campaign against the American people.25

A virus theory
The Allopathic medical establishment is not the fount of all knowledge. Many of the basic
foundations, such as ‘Germ theory’ are not fully proved and are open to question, and
always have been. An alternative to the Germ Theory of Pasteur is that bacteria are a
response to disease in the body to clear up the mess, just as bacteria in nature decompose
dead material. They don’t cause disease; they are a response to disease. Tests have been
done involving passing mucous from people infected with flu to others and they did not get
sick; neither did horses get sick in similar tests.
On the question of viruses, one theory (which is as valid as the Allopathic theory) is that
viruses are not like bacteria, always present and ready to do harm, but are the result in the
body of toxins. Viruses are products of damaged cells, excretions of toxic cells, which are
generated by toxic shock to the body. They are pieces of DNA or RNA material excreted
from a poisoned cell. They are not the cause of anything. Modern virus thinking actually
complies with this.
While I have many issues with his religion (Anthroposophy), Steiner articulated this back
in 1918 at the start of the Spanish Flu pandemic and he was ahead of the curve in medical
matters. He believed that viruses were produced by a surge of new electrical activity in the
world, which prompted a flu-type epidemic.
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What is very interesting is that virtually every new epidemic / pandemic that arose after
1860 coincided with a new surge of electrical / radio waves / microwaves / EMF
technology. The argument is that this new technology created radiation poisoning to
humans resulting in sickness and weakening the population forever. Every pandemic
followed a huge quantum leap in the electrification of the Earth. 26

 Anxiety disorder did not exist before the 1860s, which was when telegraph wires






encircled the Earth.
Influenza, in its present form, was not recognised until 1889, which was when
alternating current was invented.
In late 1917 there was a surge in radio waves over the whole Earth. The Spanish Flu
pandemic followed. Biological systems were exposed to a huge electromagnetic field.
In WWII there was a massive expansion in radar technology that blanketed the Earth in
radar technology. Epidemics followed.
In 1968 the Asian Flu (Hong Kong Flu) followed the expansion of satellites radiating
new frequencies in the Van Allen Belt.
The rollout of city-wide, blanket coverage 5G was initiated in Wuhan a few months
before Covid-19. 5G technology deconstructs the water in body cells.

Whether causality between electrical impulses and viruses can be established remains to
be seen, but what is certain is that EMF radiation damages the body, which is an electrical
entity. The water in our cells conducts electricity and electrical impulses govern many
physiological protocols. This is why ECG (electrocardiogram) and similar technologies are
used to scan the body in medicine.
Doctors are only beginning to understand the connection between electricity and disease.
My mother had to confront scepticism when she became electro-sensitive after getting
Trigeminal Neuralgia (shockingly painful). She would walk into a room that had certain
electrical devices and scream in pain. Doctors ignored this, writing it off as psychosomatic,
but now many doctors are reporting seeing this in increasing numbers.
The damage done by electrical devices, such as mobile cell-phones is only beginning to be
understood; but it is real, as many studies have proved. The connection with viruses needs
more study, but should not be ignored.

Unusual coincidences
5G
China rolled out the introduction of 5G technology in Wuhan just before the virus
outbreak. 5G is known to damage the cells of people, animals and plants by vibrating the
water in the cells and causing it to heat up. The result can include flu-like symptoms.
Coincidental pandemic exercise
Bill and Melinda Gates hosted ‘Event 201’ in October 2019 which was described as a ‘Highlevel Pandemic exercise’. This discussed how private-public partnerships would be
necessary in response to a pandemic (which we are seeing today).
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Patents on coronavirus
 One coronavirus strain is patented by the Pirbright Institute, which is partially funded
by the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation. Patent US 2017/0216427 A1, 3 August 2017.
The reason for this is that it can be used to create a vaccine. Bill Gates is committed to
reducing the world population. Gates has publicly stated that vaccines are one of the
keys to reducing the world’s population.27
 Another strain is owned by the CDC. Patent US 7,220,852 B1, 22 May 2007.
These are human invented strains of coronavirus, supposedly for altruistic reasons.
Bio-weaponised flu
See ‘Is it a bio-weapon?’ earlier.

Possible reasons for creating this panic
Big Pharma profits
The WHO repeatedly talks up pandemics in order to promote the sale of specific vaccines
to governments and boost their funding.
Example: Bird Flu (Avian Flu)
President George Bush Jnr. projected that 2 million Americans would die from bird flu
with a best case scenario of only 200,000. The final death count was zero. 28
The panic generated massive profits for Big Pharma as 20 million doses of Tamiflu were
purchased. This made Defence Secretary Donald Rumsfeld rich as president of Gilead
Services when the drug was created.
Bird Flu was also a chimera composed of three different elements.
Example: Swine Flu epidemic
Wolfgang Wodarg, German doctor and chair of the Council of Europe’s health committee
said in January 2010 that Big Pharma had organised a ‘campaign of panic’ around Swine Flu
to put pressure on the World Health Organisation (WHO) to declare a false pandemic to
sell vaccines. He added that the WHO’s false pandemic campaign was ‘ one of the greatest
medicine scandals of the century’.
In the case of the Swine Flu epidemic, Paul Flynn (then a Labour MP and member of the
council of Europe’s health committee) said that there had been a, ‘ distortion of priorities of
public health services all over Europe, [a] waste of huge sums of public money and provocation of
unjustified fear’.29

An investigation by the British Medical Journal30 and the Bureau of Investigative
Journalism showed that that the WHO guidance issued in 2004 was authored by three
scientists who had received payment from Roche (maker of Tamiflu) and GSK (maker of
Relenza). It is estimated that Big Pharma made over £7 billion selling stockpiled drugs to
governments to combat Swine Flu – which were not necessary.

27

TED Talk. See this talk on YouTube ‘The Depopulation Agenda – Bill Gates Plan’.
Francis Boyle, ‘The Great Bird Flu Hoax’.
29 Council of Europe, report on the Swine Flu campaign, 2010.
30 See June 2010 edition, Fiona Godlee editorial.
28
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Eventually the WHO declared that the Swine Flu virus was not as deadly as feared (after
the drugs had been sold).31
A planned economic crash
This would be to cover up an expected crash of the western economy, which has been
anticipated for a long time. The pandemic thus becomes a global distraction from
manipulation of the economy. Notice how the Federal Reserve and the Bank of England
reduced interest rates after stock market falls followed by other strategies.
There is no doubt that a continued lockdown will create an artificial collapse of all
economies where the virus has been confronted with social restrictions. How serious this
will be remains to be seen but some economists are already saying that it will be worse
than the 2008 crash.
A covert attack on the Chinese economy
There are suggestions that there are three strains of this virus to target specific DNA types:
Chinese, Iranians and Italians. It is a fact that these three nations are suffering the worst
from deaths and lockdowns. The Italian economy is completely stalled.
Others have observed that the virus in China only seems to virulently attack Chinese
nationals not Europeans.
We cannot prove these assertions but there are reasons why the elite in the west would
want to attack these three nations and it has to do with economics and global power
balances.
America (based upon Zionist Neocons) has long sought a war with Iran, chiefly as part of
the Greater Israel plan to rearrange the Middle East. The Zionists hate Iran with a passion.
The rivalry between the US and China is also well documented and the strength of the
Chinese economy and the Yuan currency is a severe threat to the dominance of the dollar.
The elite also want to punish Italy for several reasons: they sided with China in supporting
the One belt One road plan for Chinese economic expansion. Italy has also seen a strong
rise in populist, nationalistic, anti-globalist politicians that could collapse the EU.
Ex-US army psychological warfare officer Scott Bennett said,
This is a fabricated psychological operation that has been co-ordinated with an actual
physical sickness to spread fear, panic and intimidation in the Chinese economic
markets with the purpose of isolating China and disrupting the Chinese-Russian-Iranian
economic, military alliance that we’ve seen in their patrols in the Persian Gulf, and their
solidarity in the defence of Syria.32

Enforced vaccination programmes
Denmark has already passed a law that allows the government to force people to be
vaccinated against the coronavirus. This was described as the ‘ most extreme measures since
the Second World War’.33
Mass vaccination is a global elite plan to detrimentally affect the world’s population. 34

31

Statement by Keiji Fukuda, WHO, 17 April 2010.
TV video.
33 Summit News, 16 March 2020.
32 French Press
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Martial law
The mayor of Champaign, Illinois (Deborah Frank Feinen) has already signed an executive
order giving herself the power to order the seizure of firearms, ammunition, alcohol and
gasoline during the pandemic (an elite objective), as well as cut off water, gas and
electricity to citizens.35
The restriction placed on people meeting together by the US president is contrary to the
Constitution’s First Amendment. This is the beginning of tyranny.
In Britain, the Isle of Man has just arrested the first person for ignoring new quarantine
laws. Note that this is an arrest of an innocent man who had committed no crime and is
not manifesting any signs of illness and who poses no threat to society. This is
totalitarianism.
An American psy-op
The American military has been using psychological operations for decades. The US
Marine Corps has psychological operations units and pays individual marines $40,000 to
transfer to those units.
This false pandemic has all the signs of a psy-op.
Inducing emptiness through fear
Fear smashes reason. That is why it is used as a weapon in warfare.
No passion so effectually robs the mind of all its powers of acting and reasoning as
fear.36

In the virus crisis so far, governments have created empty shelves in supermarkets, empty
classrooms, empty cafes, empty restaurants, empty pubs, empty streets, empty wallets and
empty minds. It is exactly what the global elite desire: a vacuous, weak, fearful population
that can be easily manipulated and ready to accept martial law.
People with empty minds have already capitulated to the elite control of society and are
ready to be enslaved.
Killing off churches
All UK churches have now placed formal restrictions on meetings; most have closed
altogether. The impact of this on the spiritual health of believers and the mental health of
the vulnerable is severe. Many people attending church are already isolated and cut off,
relying upon Sunday and weekday services.
However, the real threat is to undermine the normal fellowship life of believers planning
that it will devastate Christians and be difficult to restore churches.
In previous pandemics, people flocked to churches for comfort. At least one pastor in the
Black Death (John Welch) saved a town from viral infection by having divine foresight that
Tinkers carried the plague in a sack and got the town councillors to bar entry. They went to
another town nearby and killed every soul.
34

See several other papers. All vaccines contain very harmful ingredients, such as mercury, toxins, aborted
foetus cells, formaldehyde and many carcinogens.
35 Private firearms, according to the Constitution, are a safety valve against a totalitarian federal government.
Removing them enables a federal government to enforce draconian measures with little resistance.
36 Edmund Burke [1729–97] British man of letters and Whig politician. Burke was a prolific writer on the
issues of political emancipation and moderation.
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In times of crisis churches and genuine Christian counsel are lifesavers. During WWII such
things were taken seriously. Every soldier was given a NT, every regiment had a chaplain
and the king called for a day of prayer when necessary (such as during the Dunkerque
operation).
The closing down of churches is a radical historic change in the way a social emergency is
treated in Britain.
Already there have been arrests. A Greek Orthodox bishop (Metropolitan Seraphim of
Kythira) has been arrested for keeping his church open for worship. It is interesting that
one of the first arrests for breaking new quarantine laws is a professing Christian.
Another step in delivering the global elite strategy
This paper is not the place to fully evaluate this, but I have done so in many other papers.
Essentially, the ruling class, top 1%, super-rich globalist Luciferians that dominate the
western world, are psychopaths that care nothing about ordinary people and seek to
establish a global empire over which they rule despotically. They seek to create a feudal
one-world nation where they are lords and the mass of the reduced world population are
drones or serfs.
There are various long-term stages in establishing this empire that have been increasing
since 1901. Some goals include a cashless society, control of people via microchip
technology, eradication of nation states, global corporations controlling everything, a
federalised world government and so on.
The current hysteria ‘pandemic’ scare will aid establishing one or two more elite objectives.
For example, scaring people through linking paper money to virus contamination will aid
the case for a cashless society. A global economic crash will help an economic reset, which
has been coming since 2008. Bankrupting the self-employed and small businesses will
help expand global corporations.

Who profits?
 Big Pharma: through selling vaccines and medical equipment.
 Globalist banks: through massive borrowing by governments to cope with the









emergency.
Socialism: through the extension of big government and nationalisation.
The welfare state: through massive investment and extension.
Draconian policing policies: using the emergency to initiate new authoritarian laws.
Government bureaucracy: the emergency requires new and bigger government
departments.
Shareholders in groceries: who are making hay while the sun shines.
Amazon: who have expanded and employed new staff to cope with the high demand.
Entrepreneurs borrowing money at zero interest rates:
And in general – the global elite who enhance their grasp over society.

New martial laws being introduced will probably not be rescinded after the ‘pandemic’ and
will introduce a new era of totalitarianism. Failing that, they may stay on the books and be
re-introduced under some false guise later. Society is not going to be the same after this
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crisis. [Compare how the Patriot Act and Homeland Security were introduced after 9/11
and remain to this day, along with restrictions on freedom of speech and other civil
liberties.]

A Biblical perspective on pandemics
Whenever bad things happen in the world natural man immediately blames God, saying,
‘Where is God in all this’. In doing so he conveniently ignores his own sin, when the
problems in the world are created by human sin.
I won’t delve deeply into the debate about Theodicy,37 having done that many times before.
Today’s ‘pandemic’ is nothing new, as we have already discussed. Read human history to
see where God was in previous plagues. He is always seated on his throne as Lord over all.
What is not responsible
 Pure chance or fate.
 The supposed control of the Devil over the natural order. [Satan does not rule the
world.]
Plagues come from man’s evil
Most plagues are the result of man’s sin either directly or indirectly. The Black Death arose
from warfare and a siege which created the conditions to enable disease to spread. The
same occurred in the Spanish Flu. Covid-19 seems to have arisen from human
manipulation of viruses.
Victims of disease are not necessarily the worst sinners
Those eighteen on whom the tower in Siloam fell and killed them, do you think that they were
worse sinners than all other men who dwelt in Jerusalem? I tell you, no. Lk 13:4-5
Judgments are under God’s sovereignty for various reasons according to his wisdom. The
collapse of the Siloam tower did not fall on the worst sinners but was according to God’s
wisdom and sovereignty. Far worse sinners later sentenced Jesus to crucifixion in
Jerusalem.
Victims of Covid-19 are not worse than others. All deserve condemnation.
God’s temporal judgment
Then there is another moral aspect. It is a law of God that human actions have
repercussions; ‘whatever a man sows, that he will also reap‘ (Gal 6:7). ‘Let him not trust in futile things,
deceiving himself, for futility will be his reward’ (Job 15:31). ‘Those who plough iniquity and sow trouble reap
the same’ (Job 4:8).
Sins have consequences. The appalling wickedness and violence of WWI could not be
ignored. Such sin tore apart the natural order in the world. The Spanish Flu pandemic that
followed appears to me to be a temporal judgment of God.
God’s judgment is often suspended until the Day of Judgment, but sometimes God issues
immediate condemnation and temporal judgment, as in the case of Herod Agrippa (Acts
37

The vindication of divine providence in view of the existence of evil. [Oxford Dict.]
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12:23). Great evil sometimes results in immediate great judgment as well as future
condemnation.
If Covid-19 is a temporal judgment on humanity, there is no shortage of reasons why this
should be so. We could write a book about the sinful provocation of God in recent years;
such as the killing of millions of unborn children, illegal wars that killed millions of
civilians, legalising iniquity, and so on. What is certain is that God is in control and
reigning over all. He is sovereign over good things and bad things (Isa 45:7).
God’s good pleasure and glory
Jesus warned us that pestilences (or plagues) would come. A sign of the approaching end is
the occurrence of epidemics that cause devastation.
There will be famines, pestilences, and earthquakes in various places. All these are the beginning
of sorrows. Matt 24:7-8
There will be great earthquakes in various places, and famines and pestilences; and there will be
fearful sights and great signs from heaven. Lk 21:11
Disease is under God’s sovereignty and for his testimony. We cannot gainsay why God
allows this.
And His disciples asked Him, saying, ‘Rabbi, who sinned, this man or his parents, that he was
born blind?’ Jesus answered, ‘Neither this man nor his parents sinned, but that the works of God
should be revealed in him’. Jn 9:2-3
This man was born blind and suffered for many years before he was healed by Jesus. This
man’s suffering was to glorify God. God is glorified in sickness as well as in health. He does
what seems right to him and he is always good, just and impartial.
Accepting God’s sovereignty
Plagues affect Christians as well as non-Christians, just like natural weather crises. This is
necessary to ensure impartiality of providence. It is therefore the necessity of believers to
accept what comes from God’s hand.
The testimony of Christians is to worship God even when suffering unjustly. The
condemnation of sinners is that they complain about providence even when they are
responsible for sin.

A historical Christian perspective on pandemics
Throughout history churches, monasteries, convents and individual ministries have been a
haven for the sick and dying. The command of Jesus and the apostles to do good to others
has always resulted in a testimony of Christian service to the suffering, especially in
plagues. Over and over again it was Christians that served the needy and cared for the sick.
We could give some examples:38
 During the plagues that afflicted the Roman Empire Christians became famous for their
aid. During the Antonine Plague of the 2nd century, which killed 25% of the empire,
Christianity spread rapidly as Christians cared for the sick. They testified that plagues
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I acknowledge a debt here to Russian Faith, ‘Christianity has been handling epidemics for 2000 years’, 22
March 2020.
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were not the action of some capricious god (the prevailing view) but the result of the
Fall, of a broken creation, of man in rebellion to God.
The Ebola like Plague of Cyprian in the 3rd century also expanded the church as bishop
Cyprian taught that Christians make extra efforts to care for the sick. Bishop Dionysius
said, ‘Heedless of danger [Christians] … took charge of the sick, attending to their every need’.
The pagan emperor Julian stated that ‘The Galileans’ cared even for non-Christian sick
people.
The church historian Pontianus said, ‘good was done to all men, not merely to the
household of faith'’
In 1527 when Bubonic Plague hit Wittenberg, Martin Luther refused to flee the city but
stayed and ministered to the sick. This action cost him the life of his daughter
Elizabeth. In his tract, ‘Whether Christians should flee the plague’ Luther commanded
that Christians die at their post. Christian doctors must not abandon hospitals,
governors must not flee their districts and pastors must not close their churches. Plague
does not dissolve Christian duty.
Plague periods led to Christians creating the first hospitals.

Christians must obey God in pandemics and testify to his sovereignty. Thus they must
stand faithful in times of adversity. They must never close down churches, even if the
government tells them to. They must be a bastion of calm, peace and serenity when the
world around them is falling apart, full of fear and anxiety. This is a great opportunity for a
Christian testimony.

Conclusions
Facts
 Covid-19 is a type of pneumonia that transmits very readily.
 It originated in Wuhan and is most likely the result of an accidental release of a
laboratory bio-weapon strain. Calling it ‘Chinese Flu’ is not racist or a misnomer; many
diseases are named after the place they originated (e.g. Lyme Disease39).
 In most cases the effects in healthy individuals are minor.
 For older, sick people it can be deadly – just like flu can be. Treatment for such folk
requires hospitalisation and respirators.
 The media news stream became completely dominated by this one story running it 24hours a day. This induced massive fear in the population.
 There are many diseases present every year that are far more threatening to humanity
that have not required social restrictions.
 Social isolation laws issued by governments are far more threatening to society than
Covid-19. National and global economies are going to be severely damaged by closing
down businesses.
Observations
With the track record of the recent past, one has to be very suspicious about the severity of
the potential claims for this ‘pandemic’. Until this outbreak is over, we cannot verify
anything that is being said.

39

Lyme disease is caused by the spirochaete Borrelia burgdorferi. It is named after Lyme, a town in
Connecticut, US, where the first recorded outbreak occurred.
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What is certain is that the level of scaremongering is above and beyond that of anything we
have seen since WWII. This is curious.
The detrimental effect of the social restrictions already imposed will be far greater than the
virus itself. Many older people will die, many will suffer and the economy will tank.
New severe martial laws are detrimental to freedom and may be difficult to repeal.
Advice
Many of these suggestions are applicable all the time.
Eat healthily
Avoid processed food. Eat organic food wherever possible, especially organic milk. 40 Eat
local, fresh produce and cook it yourself. Eat as much raw food as possible. Eat organic
eggs. Drink lots of pure water. Eat fermented foods (e.g. Kimchi, sauerkraut etc.). Avoid or
cut back on coffee and alcohol. Never drink fizzy (soda) drinks. Don’t drink processed fruit
juices. Never eat processed snacks like crisps (‘chips’ USA). Avoid polyunsaturated spreads
and get organic butter (it’s full of vitamins and folic acid).
Avoid frying food if possible and never eat charred meat. Use steaming, braising, boiling,
slow cooking, Don’t use vegetable oils for frying. If you have to use oils for cooking, use
coconut oil or rendered animal fat (beef dripping, goose fat etc.). Use olive oil cold.
Thoroughly wash all vegetables before cooking, and especially before eating raw, even
organic produce. Never trust packaging that says it is pre-washed.
Support your immune system
Eat lots of natural Vitamin C, Vitamins B, Vitamins K, iron, zinc, omega-3 fats,
magnesium, calcium and antioxidants (e.g. flavenoids). If anaemic, drink Spatone sachets
(natural spring water containing natural iron). If necessary (if not getting enough sunlight)
supplement your immune system with Vitamin D3 tablets (check your doctor first). Get
trace minerals from good quality salt (not table salt), such as Celtic Salt or Himalayan Salt.
Support your gut flora with pro-biotics, fermented food and oats (non-GMO only).41
In general, eat lots of colourful veg (red / yellow peppers, carrots, red lentils, tomatoes
etc.). Don’t eat too much fruit (sugar).
Be very careful about supplements. Many of these are of poor quality and most do no good.
Some are actually dangerous. Some fish oils, for example, can overload the body with
certain vitamins.
Prepare
Always have a back-up stock of essential foods that keep: dry goods, such as pasta, rice,
cous cous, noodles etc. Keep a range of tinned goods that are as healthy as can be expected.
Tinned fish (e.g. pilchards, sardines, mackerel, tuna) in olive oil or brine are good. Wild
West cowboys lived on pilchards. Tinned lentils and beans are good. While tinned items
are not super-healthy (most cans are coated with BPA for example) they are better than
starving.
If possible, buy Bushcraft food supplies (e.g. dehydrated meals, biltong, jerky etc,).
40

Ordinary milk is filled with toxins and additives; these include: antibiotics and hormones plus whatever
herbicides the cows eat.
41 Normal processed oats have more glyphosate in them than any other plant product.
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Keep a stock of batteries, wet-wipes, candles, torches (flashlights), matches and gaslighters. Buy some wind-up lamps, torches and radios. It doesn’t hurt to have a campfire
stove available; there are multiple sorts.
Keep a store of cash hidden in the house; if no safe, hide in a sock. You need sufficient if
the banks close for a time of economic reset. Always have cash in your wallet. Do not trust
in cash-less systems that could collapse in a second. To protect savings, invest in some gold
and silver coins which you keep at home. Do not trust precious metals certificates.
Knowledge
Prepare yourself by researching and understanding what is going on in the world. Begin by
ignoring the mainstream media, especially the BBC. This will enable you to anticipate what
is happening and get ready. Pass on what you learn to others and encourage discussion and
co-operative ventures.
Trust
Christians must trust God in all this and understand the spiritual side to what is
happening. Jesus warned us of dark days ahead and told us to be prepared and to watch
and pray.
Above all trust in the sovereignty of God and his wisdom. Rely upon his grace.
Care
In crises always try to see how you can help people more needy than yourself. Use crises to
do good works in the name of Jesus. Be a rock for others.
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